Tampering with prescription opioids: nature and extent of the problem, health consequences, and solutions.
Transdermal and solid oral prescription opioid (PO) formulations can be abused by ingesting (with or without tampering), snorting, or injection (both requiring tampering). To determine the patterns of tampering with POs for abuse. Information was collected from published studies and databases. Tampering with POs for abuse is common practice. Ingestion is the most prevalent method of abuse, followed by snorting and injection. From 1992 to 2002, injecting POs has decreased in favor of ingesting and snorting. Methods of abuse vary widely by product. Abuse methods with the highest morbidity are injection and inhalation. The seriousness of health outcomes associated with tampering with POs warrants the development of PO formulations that prevent or deter tampering.